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related to this theme

Broader concept (1)
   → Analyse linguistique

Related Terms (3)
   → Pléonasme
   → Redoublement (linguistique)
   → Tautologie

Documents on this topic

livres
Exact repetition in grammar and discourse
Material description: 1 vol. (VIII-396 p.)
Note: Includes bibliographical references and index
Print version record and CIP data provided by publisher; resource not viewed.
Abstract: Most scholars define reduplication as a formally restricted grammatical process, neatly distinguishing it from 'mere' repetition as a discoursal option. However, there is a fuzzy grey area between the two processes that has rarely been explored so far. In this timely collection, the phenomenon of exact repetition, understood broadly as the systematic iteration of one and the same linguistic item within relatively close syntactic proximity, is investigated from a number of angles. The volume contains studies from phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics, and deals with a broad range of languages, including alleged 'reduplication avoiders'. In bringing together different theoretical perspectives, phenomenological domains, and methodologies, and in linking the fields of syntax and discourse to those of morphology and morphophonology, the volume provides new insights into the structure and meaning of exact repetition phenomena, and, more generally, into their status within a theory of language. The collection will appeal to formally and functionally oriented scholars from all subfields of linguistics, including typology
Edition: Berlin : De Gruyter
Éditeur scientifique: Rita Finkbeiner, Ulrike Freywald
Link: catalogue

The function of the tautological infinitive in classical biblical Hebrew
Material description: 1 vol. ([14]-151 p.)
Note: Bibliogr. p. 135-146. Index
Auteur du texte: Yoo-Ki Kim
Link: catalogue

Redondance
Note: Bibliogr. p. 34-37. Index
Link: catalogue

Les redondances prédicatives en français parlé
Material description: 1 vol. (289 p.)
Note: Bibliogr. p. 273-285. Glossaire
Auteur du texte: Philippe Depoux
Link: catalogue

La redundancia pronominal en el iberorromance medieval
Material description: 1 vol. (VII-186 p.)
Edition: Tübingen : M. Niemeyer , 1988
Auteur du texte: Timo Riiho
Link: catalogue
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Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb11949786b

Sources

Grand Larousse universel
Dict. de la linguistique / G. Mounin, 1974
Dict. de linguistique et des sciences du langage, 1994

Variant subject headings

Ridondanza (italien)